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C O V E R — T h e Cambridge Memorial Room, 1889. The
Cambridge Memorial Room in the Cambridge Public Library,
was founded by trustee Thomas Wentworth Higginson in
1887.

I N s i D E — Brian Stevens writes an informative article on the
expansion of the Archivists' Toolkit into ATReference, an embel-
lishment that allows archivists to register and track patrons
online. James DaMico, 2011 Richard L. Haas Memorial Award
recipient, reports on his experience attending the DigCCurr
Professional Institute on Curation Practices for the Digital
Object Lifecycle, at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
in May. Alyssa Pacy takes us Around and About to look at the
renovation of the Cambridge Public Library's Cambridge Room,
home to the Archives and Special Collections.
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A New Space for an Old Collection: The Cambridge
Public Library Opens its Archives and Special Collections

ARpUND

by Alyssa Pacy, Archivist, Cambridge Public Library

H V w "Hhe book is dead" is a phrase heard almost as often as "libraries are obsolete" in the debates currently raging
I around the future of publishing and the role of libraries in the digital era. Even though many of us know that

JL such thinking is inaccurate as evidenced by our busy research rooms, impressive statistics on reference
requests, and growing collection use both online and in reading rooms, it is an excellent opportunity for archivists to
embrace an inevitable outcome of this debate that leans in our favor: uniqueness will take on new meaning. As informa-
tion and knowledge gathering begin to trend towards the digital, and therefore the ubiquitous, the materials under the
care of archivists and special collection librarians will become more highly sought after and valuable. Some of the more
radical visions of the library of the future predict that local history collections will save it from extinction. Whether or
not that will be the case, it is certainly true that the way people use libraries is changing as more information is distrib-
uted digitally. Yet as some traditional library services are declining, such as reader's advisory or reference interviews,
the use of special collections is increasing. The Cambridge Public Library Archives and Special Collections is a perfect
case study in this new theory of library use, particularly within public libraries. After being closed to the public for five
years, during which the library was being renovated, the 122-year old collection recently re-opened to the public, staffed
for the first time by a professional archivist, with some surprising results.

The Cambridge Room, Archives and Special
Collections' reading room, quietly opened to the public
one Tuesday morning in July. A few interested patrons
wandered in to browse the reference shelves or to look at
the striking bronze samurai helmet donated to Cambridge
by its Japanese sister city, Tsukuba. Overall opening day
was quiet, uneventful even. But by Wednesday, research-
ers were lined up outside the door, waiting for the room
to open. At the front of the line stood Fahim Sinha, the
Cambridge Room's first official researcher and a senior at
Cambridge Rindge and Latin High School, who was visit-
ing the library's archives to conduct research for the
Profiles in Courage student essay contest organized by the
John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum. Sinha
was considering writing his essay on a political figure
from his native Cambridge and thought the library would
be the best place to start. Another researcher was on a
genealogical mission and pulled out Charles Henry Pope's
The Pioneers of Massachusetts, published in 1900, and
was taking copious notes. And yet another wanted to look
at and photograph the architectural drawings by William
Rawn and Associates of the 2009 award-winning Library
renovation. In the few weeks since the Archives and
Special Collections opened, a diversity of researchers -
from anthropologists to local historians; from curiosity
seekers to genealogists; and from students as close as

Harvard University and professors as far away as the
Universidade de Lisboa - have visited the Cambridge
Room to use the collections. Such success has been well
beyond expectations, perhaps proving true the predic-
tions of library use trending towards the unique. The col-
lections fill a very particular research niche that draws all
kinds of people, professional and novice alike.

The Cambridge Public Library opened its doors in
1858 as part of the wave of first public libraries in the
United States. Originally called the Dana Library after the
man who donated the parcel of land on which it stood, the
library took on the novel mission of welcoming everyone
who entered, including children, making services and
books as accessible as possible - even going so far as pub-
lishing book lists in the Cambridge Chronicle to encour-
age use. Although the library quickly outgrew its small
space, a building which doubled as a city hall, nearly
thirty years passed before another benefactor, Frederick
H. Rindge, donated land and money to build a library
befitting its popularity and ever-growing collection. In
1887, construction began on the tract of land boarding
Broadway, where the library stands today. Architects Van
Brunt and Howe of Boston designed an arched and tow-
ered structure in the Romanesque tradition complete
with an ample reading room, a large book delivery room,
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and innovative fireproof iron stacks with an 80,000-vol-
ume capacity - an impressive ediface that to this day
holds the admiration of the Cambridge community.1

It was during this time that the chair of the Library's
Board of Trustees, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a very
interesting man in his own right, founded the Cambridge
Memorial Room, a collection of materials documenting the
cultural history of the city. Higginson, one of the most
radical and influential men of his time, who stopped short
of nothing in pursuit of his lifelong passions: abolition,
women's rights, and literature, donated many of his activist
and literary works and curated books and manuscripts by
his fellow Cambridge authors, including Margaret Fuller,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
Higginson appealed to the public to donate materials and
among the first additions were the bound records of three of
the city's literary associations - the Social Library of 1827,
the Franklin Library Association of 1843, and the Irving
Literary Association - "all preserving in their recorded
addresses, proceedings and debates, an indestructible
memorial of the studies and aspirations of the last genera-
tion and its predecessors."2 The Library Trustees believed
that these unique records would have no better home than
in the Cambridge Memorial Room, whose mission would be
to "possess more completely than anywhere else, the memo-
rials of men of note."3 When the new library opened to the
public in 1889 it did so with its special collections available
to any member of the public who wished to view them.

Throughout the twentieth century the Cambridge
Memorial Room collection grew to include books and
manuscripts on the history of Cambridge, books and manu-
scripts of Cambridge authors and artists, and a large local
history collection. During the latter half of the twentieth
century, the library began collecting the political history of
the city. Eventually "Memorial" was dropped from its name
and the collections were moved to the conical red-tiled
tower that so distinguishes the library's architecture.
Although the tower lended an air of mystery and drama to
those using the collection, the room suffered from extreme
swings in temperature and leaking windows. It started to
become apparent that the collection, which was not under
the supervision of an archivist, was in danger. When the
Library began talking about renovating in 1994, the future of
the Cambridge Room and its collections was high on the
priority list. The Library successfully petitioned City Hall to
hire a full time, permanent archivist for the first time in the

city's history and asked the Cambridge Archives Committee,
a group formed by members of institutions around the city,
to advise the architects on the design of the reading room
and storage facility, ensuring that archival standards were
met When the library reopened in 2009 after its five-year
renovation, the citizens of Cambridge were welcomed by a
sun-filled, eco-friendly contemporary new structure and
the renovated Van Brunt and Howe historic building, com-
plete with WPA-era murals illustrating the history of paper
making and printing, quadrupling the size of the original
library's footprint. And although it was still closed to the
public pending the hiring of an archivist, the Cambridge
Room was very much a part of the excitement of the new
building as the people of Cambridge would finally have a
modern space to research their city's history.

Situated in a prominent location on the second floor of
the new building, the Cambridge Room's design reflects the
careful coordination of archival standards and contempo-
rary aesthetics. Upon entering the reading room, which is
bound by a wall of glass at the entrance and floor to ceiling
windows at its rear, filling the room with indirect northern
light, patrons are greeted by the original bronze bust of
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow sculpted by Daniel Chester
French of Lincoln Memorial fame. Individual lockers are
available and patrons can sit at sleek tables with recessed
electrical outlets for computer connectivity. All the room's
furniture and shelving is a modern design of light blond
maple that contrasts elegantly with the slate colored rug.
The reading room has approximately 500 linear feet of ref-
erence shelves along with space for small exhibitions. A
small glass cube within the reading room serves as the
archivist's office, allowing a full view of the front entrance

The Cambridge Public Library when it was newly built, circa 1889, after

outgrowing it's former shared home.
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The new Cambridge Public Library, 2009, © Robert Benson Photography.

and patrons' movements, while at the same time offering
the archivist a measure of privacy to work - a foresight in
design, knowing as the architects did that the room will be
minimally staffed. Behind the reference shelves is a door
leading to a 750 square foot storage facility with 600 linear
feet of compact shelving and plenty of room for growth.
Deep within the storage room is a secure vault. The design
of the Cambridge Room, not to mention the entire library,
follows function and form beautifully, creating a usable
space for patrons, staff, and collections both rare and circu-
lating. In recognition of the formal beauty of the building,
its building science, sustainable design, materials, programs,
and the "vibrant activity and undisputable joy within," the
library received the prestigious Harleston Parker Medal for
the "Single Most Beautiful Building" built in the metropoli-
tan Boston area in the past 10 years, from the Boston Society
of Architects this past April.4

Despite the beauty of the building and the bustling
activity of the library, when I joined the team last summer
as archivist, the Cambridge Room was closed to the public
and the collection was in disarray. After being in storage for
five years during the library's renovation, the collection was
unpacked in no discernible order, leaving the first months
of my tenure making my way through hundreds of boxes
and thousands of books and talking with those involved
with the collection's care, including Patsy Baudoin, an
archivist at MIT, who had been hired as a consultant to pro-
cess a portion of the collection while the Cambridge Room
was closed. Focusing primarily on the history of Cambridge,
the collection consists of approximately 4,000 books, 40
manuscript collections, a 50-piece object and artwork col-
lection, and a 70 cubic foot vertical file, a small but robust
collection of materials, the majority of which needs pro-
cessing and cataloging. Highlights include a collection of
glass plate negatives depicting early 19th century Cambridge
street scenes and a full run of the Cambridge Chronicle, the
oldest continually published weekly newspaper in the

United States. In addition, the Cambridge Room is the only
public repository for city publications, such as street list-
ings, annual budgets from various city departments, and
environmental reports, which get a lot of use by research-
ers. Once the collections are fully processed, books are cata-
loged and cleaned, and the Cambridge Chronicle is digitized
- a project that will be completed in the coming months -
the real joy and challenge will be to get out in the Cambridge
community to curate appropriate materials to add to the
collection - to uncover those long forgotten papers of little
known Cambridge activist groups and boxes of records of
long defunct businesses hidden in basements and attics
city-wide that are surely awaiting preservation.

f

There are real advantages to being a small archives
integrated within an urban public library system well
beyond having access to support services like communica-
tions and IT. There is a tendency to be less isolated from the
discussions the library world is having around issues that
will eventually trickle down to the realm of special collec-
tions for archivists to shoulder. Next to funding, e-books
are among public librarians favorite topic of discussion.
Having serious discussions about whether or not the Kindle
will kill the library or why Harper Collins' decision to limit
e-book circulation may not be an archivists' number one
concern but it is crucial to be aware of technology trends as
they both change the way researchers use our collections
and add to the growing list of digital assets that we will be
responsible for preserving in the future. Being an archivist
who is part of the decision-making process in a large public
library whose challenges, such as the complicated process
of circulation or the politics of patron interaction, not only
allows for a new perspective on vision and planning within
the archives but also enables a better understanding of the
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The Cambridge Room, the Cambridge Public Library's Archives and

Special Collections, 2011.
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needs of those visiting the collection, a community of users
who more often than not have never visited an archival
repository. There is nothing quite like working in a public
library and those who do often remark on the amazing
number and diversity of patrons served, a statement that is
equally true in the Cambridge Room. Allowing the use of
rare materials that are either unavailable elsewhere or
sometimes difficult to access in private institutions to any
member of the public who walks through the door is an
incredible service to be able to provide. If a patron wants to
look at the Cambridge Town Scales and Hay Book from
1835, no credentials are asked for, nor is a reason for the
request, it matters not if he is a professor or if he is home-
less. As long as the archives' rules are followed and the
material requested is not fragile, it is his to use.

All across the country the use of libraries is up despite
cutbacks in funding, yet libraries, in particular public librar-
ies, have been targeted for obsolescence in the era of digital
technology. Digitization functions as an enhancement to
access while at the same time changes the traditional role of
librarians - something that archivists know very well. It
will be interesting to see how the uniqueness factor that
archives bring to libraries will play out in the future. Will

the rare materials housed in archives and special collections
drive more people to use the library or will there be no
impact at all? Perhaps an increased demand for the use of
local history collections will reverse the trend of character-
istically low employment of archivists in public libraries.
Perhaps more traditional librarian positions will be replaced
by those that require the knowledge and expertise to care
for and provide access to the irreplaceable collections insti-
tutions house. As for the Cambridge Public Library, its
desire to professionally staff and provide access to its 122
year-old archival collection illustrates a recognition and
embracing of the rare and historically valuable. For its own
part, the Cambridge Room, as it grows and makes more col-
lections publicly available, will offer an interesting look at
the changing use of libraries and the new positioning of the
unique in our society. Libraries are far from becoming obso-
lete and archivists and special collections librarians have an
opportunity to shape the new library of the future, tt
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